The purpose of this Market Information Circular (MIC) is to inform members that ISE will be moving the QQQQ product from Bin 11 to Bin 2. As QQQQ is the only product currently in Bin 11, ISE will therefore decommission this bin.

The Powershares QQQ Trust (QQQQ) currently resides in Bin 11 (the “Q bin”), which was created as an auxiliary bin for Bin 2. This configuration was established due to a technical constraint that has since been addressed.

Therefore, effective Wednesday, July 8, 2009, ISE will move QQQQ to Bin 2, and will de-commission Bin 11. Please note QQQQ will remain in Order Book 22.

This change will have no impact on EAMs. All market makers authorized to quote in QQQQ, including index market makers, will retain this access. However, QQQQ market makers that do not utilize the cross-bin user (XM user) configuration or do not currently quote in Bin 2 products will require minor user configuration changes. ISE Market Operations will reach out to those firms requiring these changes.

Firms that wish to test these new user configurations with Technology Member Services are welcome to do so by contacting tms@ise.com. This is not mandatory.

Please contact me if you have any questions about this change. Please contact Market Operations (helpdesk@ise.com) if you have any questions about your user configurations.